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机构投资者迅速发展

机构投资者是否有动机参与
公司治理

同一行业的持股是否使机构
投资者有动机影响行业竞争

从机构角度看，大机构更有动机
参与公司治理

从企业角度看，大公司能提供更多的
激励，使机构参与治理

投资者参与动机以机构投资者激励衡量，有直接和间接激励构成。

在最集中的行业中，机构
投资者会投资行业中其他
竞争对手，但投资比例小，
获得激励小
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Abstract
• This paper studies institutional investors’ incentives to be

engaged shareholders.

• In 2017, the average institution gains an extra $129,000 in

annual management fees if a stockholding increases 1% in value,

considering both the direct effect on assets under

management and the indirect effect on subsequent fund

flows. The estimates range from $19,600 for investments in

small firms to $307,600 for investments in large firms.

• Institutional shareholders in one firm often gain when the firm’s

competitors do well, by virtue of institutions’ holdings in those

firms, but the impact of common ownership is modest in the

most concentrated industries.



Introduction

Institutional ownership of publicly traded U.S. firms rose from

32% to 73% of the overall market from 1980 to 2017, according

to 13F filings with the SEC, and the 100 largest institutions now

own more than 50% of all equity.

Institutions

active owners?

Carleton, Nelson, and Weis_x0002_bach (1998), 

Appel, Gormley, and Keim (2016), McCahery, 

Sautner, and Starks(2016)

passive owners?   

Bebchuk, Cohen, and Hirst (2017)

the impact of common ownership to competition



1.Framework



Our approach focuses on the additional fees an institution earns

if a stock holding increases in value, recognizing both the direct

impact on AUM when the stock goes up and the indirect impact

from performance-related fund flows.

Ri,t+1 is stock i’s return in period t + 1, ωi,t is the stock’s weight in

the institution’s portfolio at the start of t + 1, and Flowt+1 is the

net inflow of new money in period t + 1.

β is the flow-to-performance sensitivity and ʋi,t is the weight of

stock i in the benchmark portfolio.

a two-year-old fund grows 45 percentage points faster, 55% versus 10%, if

its excess return in the prior year increases from 0% to 10%, implying a

flow-to-performance sensitivity of 4.5.



Equations (3) and (4) express incentives as the dollar increase in

manage ment fees of a 100% increase in stock i’s value.

In equations (5) and (6) , j indexes other firms in the industry

(j≠i). Rival incentives are higher if the institution invests more

within the industry and depend in part on the holdings of

competing institutions (ʋj). Total rival incentives (the sum of

equations (5) and (6)) can be negative if an institution has

modest cross-holdings within the industry if an action benefits

other institutional shareholders of rival firms more.



2. Data



• Our main data come from Thomson Reuters’ database of 13F

filings with the SEC.

Thomson Reuters classifies institutions as (i) banks, (ii)

insurance companies, (iii) investment companies, (iv)

investment advisors, or (v) other. We combine the last three

categories into a single group—“Type 3” institutions—which

includes mutual fund companies, hedge funds, pensions,

endowments, and other asset managers.

• Price and share data come from the Center for Research in

Security Prices (CRSP).



Table I 

Descriptive Statistics, 1980 to 2017



Table I—Continued



3.Flow-to-Performance Sensitivity



A. Background

Chevalier and Ellison (1997) estimate that a two-year-old 

fund  grows 45 percentage points faster, 55% versus 10%, if 

its excess return in the prior year increases from 0% to 10%, 

implying a flow-to-performance sensitivity of 4.5.

A few recent studies explore growth within fund families,

but we are not aware of any study that directly estimates

flow-to-performance sensitivities at the family level.



B. Flow-to-Performance Estimates

Rit is inferred from the institution’s holdings at the end of quarter

t −1.

The predictor variable, an institution’s benchmark-adjusted

return, equals Rit minus the value-weighted return of all

institutions of the same type, capturing the idea that investors are

more likely to evaluate an institution’s performance relative to

similar institutions .



Table II

Flow-to-Performance Sensitivity, 1980 to 2017





Flow-to-performance sensitivities do not seem to depend on

an institution’s size.

• In particular, our estimates are similar if the regressions include

only institutions that make up the top 75% of total AUM

(cumulative slope of 1.50) or only the 100 largest (cumulative

slope of 1.61) or 50 largest (cumulative slope of 1.45)

institutions each quarter.

• In all three cases, the flow-to-performance sensitivity is not

significantly different for institutions above and below the

cutoff, with t-statistics of 0.30 to 1.65 on interaction terms

added to full-sample regression.



4. Institutions’ Incentives



Our estimates of flow incentives are based on the flow-to-

performance sensitivity of 1.39 in Panel B of Table II.

Percent incentives depend on a firm’s portfolio weight, while

dollar incentives also depend on the level of management fees,

which are not observable.

groups
quartile 

1

quartile 

2

quartile 

3

quartile 

4

large 

index 

funds

approch 1
an annual management fee equal to 0.5% of 

AUM for all institutions

approch 2 
0.70%

~0.78%

0.61%

~0.69%

0.47%

~0.64%

0.36%

~0.49%

0.11%

~0.24%



A. Institution-Level Incentives

Table III

Institutions’ Incentives, 2015 to 2017

1.39 × (5.71% - 0.35%)



A. Institution-Level Incentives

Table III—Continued

1.39 × (1.59% − 0.39%)



Figure 2. Institutions’ incentives, 2015 to 2017.  

1.1B,

3469 

398.1B,

10 880.8B,
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Figure 3. Institutions’ incentives, 1980 to 2017.



B. Activist Investors

“Activists”  file Schedule 

13D, explicitly indicate an 

intention to influence the 

firm. Our sample of 13D 

filings comes from 

WhaleWisdom, a data 

provider that collects and 

aggregates SEC filings.

Since many activists are 

private equity or hedge 

funds, we also report 

incentives assuming that 

institutions earn a 1.3% 

management fee and 20% 

performance fee.



C. Firm-Level Estimates

Table V

Institutions’ Incentives by 

Firm, 2015 to 2017



C. Firm-Level Estimates

Table VI

Incentives for the Largest 

Institutional Shareholders in 

Each Firm, 2015 to 2017

The largest institutions are 

with the largest stakes, not

with the largest AUM.



Figure 4. Incentives versus firm size, 2015 to 2017.

1.7B,

3823 

287.8B,

24 



D. Discussion

Our results suggest that larger institutions often have meaningful

incentives to be engaged shareholders.

At the same time, most institutions do not engage in public

activist campaigns (in our sample, only 206 institutions file

Schedule 13D in the period 2015 to 2017). However, many

institutions do choose less confrontational forms of engagement.



5. Rival Incentives



In practice, institutions often invest in several firms in the same

industry, and decisions made by one firm can affect other firms

owned by the institution. Casual observation suggests that this

phenomenon has become more widespread in recent years and

has led to growing concerns about the possible effects on

competition.

Rival incentives depend not only on an institution’s holdings in

the industry (direct incentives) but also on the holdings of other

institutions through the impact on relative performance and

subsequent flows.



A. Estimates of Rival Incentives

Table VII

Own-Firm versus Rival Incentives, 2015 to 2017



A. Estimates of Rival Incentives

Table VII—Continued



B. Discussion

Common ownership of firms in the same industry is indeed

common, especially in industries with many firms.

An institutional shareholder often has at least some incentive to

consider the fortunes of rival firms when voting on shareholder

proposes or engaging with management.

• If collusion would increase the value of all firms in the

industry by 1%, an average institutional shareholder would

gain $4,600 per rival from such a policy (in addition to the

own-firm effect).

• Institutions’ cross-holdings in the industry tend to reduce by

roughly 40% the average institution’s incentive to support a

policy that helps the firm at the expense of industry rivals.



C. Extensions

Table VIII

Own-Firm versus Rival 

Incentives, Alternative 

Industry Concentration 

Measures, 2015 to 2017



C. Extensions

Table IX

Own-Firm versus Rival Incentives for the Largest Shareholders, 2015 to 2017



C. Extensions

Table IX—Continued



C. Extensions

Table X

Own-Firm versus Rival Incentives for Institutions’ Largest Holdings, 

2015 to 2017



C. Extensions

Table X—Continued



C. Extensions

Table XI

Own-Firm versus Rival Incentives in Concentrated Industries, Indexers versus 

Nonindexers, 2015 to 2017



C. Extensions

Table XI—Continued 



Figure 5. Own-firm versus rival incentives, 1980 to 2017.



Figure 6. Frequency of negative rival incentives, 1980 to 2017.



6.Conclusion



Our estimates suggest that institutions’ incentives are frequently

modest but can be strong, especially for larger firms and larger

institutions.

Rival incentives can be significant, especially for large indexing

institutions, but are generally weak in the most concentrated

industries (in which concerns about strategic interactions might

be larger).

For a significant fraction of institutional shareholders in a given

firm, rival incentives are actually negative because the institution

underweights rival firms relative to competing institutions,

implying that an increase in the value of a rival hurts the

institution’s relative performance and hence subsequent flows.
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